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Thrust B: Fine-grained seman(c understanding of unstructured environments (Lead: Chaudhari, 
Co-lead: Kumar, Green) 
Combining visual and point-cloud data for building representa9ons of the scene suitably tailored 
for decision making in forestry; Ac9ve seman9c scene understanding; Scalable annota9on of 
forestry data 

Thrust C: Pairing human-collected ground measurements with UAV data (Lead: Burkhart, Co-lead: 
Green) 
Applica9on in managed loblolly pine planta9ons; Applica9ons in diverse forest cover types
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and value use measurements of tree-stem 
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Prior Work: Forestry

Trees differ significantly in structure; non-
crop tree assessment is difficult 
Typical methods for es9ma9ng forest volume 
and value use measurements of tree-stem 
diameters and heights.
 
Need autonomous under canopy flight 
Remote imagery has registra9on errors; 
occlusions make it difficult to use over 
canopy flight data
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BeTer understanding of resources and precision agriculture 
Forests comprise about 1.5% of the US economy and 5% of manufacturing 
output. Partnerships with Forest Modeling Research Coopera9ve (FMRC) and 
TreeSwi` (a Philadelphia startup specializing in forest inventory).
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BeTer understanding of resources and precision agriculture 
Forests comprise about 1.5% of the US economy and 5% of manufacturing 
output. Partnerships with Forest Modeling Research Coopera9ve (FMRC) and 
TreeSwi` (a Philadelphia startup specializing in forest inventory).

ForestNet 
High-resolu9on RGB images, point-clouds, annota9ons and segmenta9ons from 
our algorithms.

Outreach 
Demonstra9ons and lab tours to about 1,200 K-12 students/year are Penn. 
Educa9on for forest growers (56% of the forests in the US are privately owned).


